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CASE  REPORT

INTRODUCTION

F -
-

enchymal tumors that are now known to be 
able to develop almost anywhere in the body. Their 

almost 40% of recurrent cases after curative surgery. 

opposed to the classical typical versus malignant 

-
-

45% and greater in series with a longer follow-up pe-
riod. The 5-year metastasis free rate is reported to 

beyond 10 years is said to be seen in up to 10% of 

with a median age of 50 to 60 years old. The most 
common sites of occurrence were cited to be the 
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There have been reports of less than 10% of patients 
-

mon of which was hypertrophic osteoarthropathy 

there was information of hypoglycemia as a result of 
non-islet cell tumor hypoglycemia due to overproduc-
tion of insulin-like growth factor. 

clinical presentation. The average size as described 

larger SFT are more often malignant than benign. 
The cut surface is dense and pale in color with ar-

changes.

be lost in the most malignant variants. They show 
-
-

antigen can be seen.

Clinical features of this pathology consist of local 
-

ization and size of the tumor.

-

CT-guided biopsy are used for further histological 

-
rial with a non-characteristic appearance.

CASE PRESENTATION

of thoracic surgery after being treated for pneumo-

revealed a basal nodule in the left lung. He reported 

-

otherwise asymptomatic. The patient noted a preced-
ing episode of pulmonary embolism 2 years ago and 
was currently treated with clopidogrel and antihyper-
tensive medication for elevated blood pressure. He 

-
ous materials and disclosed no substance or tobacco 

were noted.

A thoracoabdominal CT scan was carried out in or-
der to evaluate the state of the two known lesions. 

muscle lying intimately adjacent to the common iliac 

-
sound-guided transthoracic cutting needle biopsy to 
verify the two lesions was made. The two procedures 
were carried out with no complications in the postop-

mass did not achieve diagnosis as it was assumed to 

the abdominal tumor underwent further immunohis-
-

-

day and was deemed a viable candidate for curative 

and accurate preoperative evaluation and staging. 

treatment due to undisclosed personal reasons.

Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
SFT

Fig. 3. 
SFT

Fig. 4. Preoperative radiographic image

DISCUSSION

Surgical resection of localized or oligometastatic dis-
ease remains the gold standard when dealing with 

resection lines utilizing the sarcoma surgical ap-
proach. The technical aspects of surgery vary across 

-

dominal cavity are predominantly located in the retro-
peritoneum. They involve the pelvic space relatively 

as long as they are not encased or invaded. 

-
voring RT after propensity score matching. 

Fig. 5. Image revealing the newly-discovered lesion 
in the left lung

Fig. 6. The image shows the lesion in the left lung as 
seen in a coronal plane
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-
dates for neoadjuvant RT.

trials have been carried out in favor of this type of 
treatment.

In the scarce number of series describing cytological 
-
-

models were developed. Among them is the Demicco 

commonly used. Its main variables are the age of 
-

developing metastatic recurrence.

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion the pathology of SFT is in the hands of 

-

treatment for advanced cases includes antiangio-

studied.

Disclosure summary: The authors have nothing to dis
close. 
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